and with ice extent variations obtained from satellite passive microwave data. The ice model results indicate that (1) interannual variability is a major contributor to the differences of ice thickness and extent over timescales of a decade or less, and (2) the timescales of ice thickness anomalies are much longer than those of ice-covered areas. However, the simulated variations of ice coverage have less than 50% of their variance in common with observational data, and the temporal correlations between simulated and observed anomalies of ice coverage vary strongly with longitude.
Introduction
Over the past few decades, models have become increasingly useful tools in the study of sea ice and the high-latitude climate system. Among the advantages offered by sea ice models are (1) information on variables (e.g., ice thickness, ice strength) that are difficult to measure, (2) the facilitation of diagnostic analyses of the physical and dynamical mechanisms underlying simulated changes of sea ice, and (3) the potential for coupling to atmospheric and oceanic models for simulations of interactions with other key components of the climate system. A primary disadvantage of sea ice models is that their formulation generally involves various algorithms that introduce a host of parametric sensitivities. Because these sensitivities and their interdependencies are often difficult to evaluate in a comprehensive manner, they are rarely documented thoroughly despite the fact that many of the parameters are potentially powerful "tuning knobs" in the sea ice simulations. Among the few attempts to document the sensitivities are studies by Shine (5) where a is the surface albedo, F s is the flux of solar radiation reaching the surface, Fe is the downcoming flux of longwave radiation, D• and D2 are bulk transfer coefficients for sensible and latent heat, T a is the air temperature, To is the ice (surface) temperature, q a is the specific humidity, q s is the saturation specific humidity, Tw is the ocean mixed-layer temperature, e is the surface emissivity, •r the StefanBoltzmann constant, and K is the thermal conductivity.
Given the radiative fluxes (Fs, Fe) and the relative humidity (for qa), (5) is solved for the surface temperature To. If To exceeds the freezing temperature when ice is present, T O is set to the freezing temperature, and the excess energy is used to melt ice. At the bottom surface of the ice, the rate of ice growth or melt is determined by the imbalance between the conduction of heat into the ice and the prescribed vertical flux F0 of oceanic heat into the mixed layer. smoother was applied to the transition zone 65ø-75øN to incorporate the buoy pressure analyses into the composite pressure grids. The monthly surface air temperature grids from the University of East Anglia [Jones et al., 1986 ] are used to obtain daily values by cubic spline interpolation. The daily radiative forcing is computed from (6) and (7); a spatially invariant relative humidity of 90% is used to obtain the vapor pressure in (6). The ocean dynamic topography and hence the ocean currents are temporally invariant, while the prescribed monthly rates of snowfall are climatological and spatially invariant. The vertical flux of oceanic heat into the mixed layer is spatially invariant and varies over the range 0-5 W m -2 in the sensitivity experiments of section 3.
Although the model contains a mixed layer in which the temperature varies spatially and temporally (when ice is not present), there is no horizontal heat transport by the ocean currents. As noted in previous studies [Walsh et al., 1985; Walsh and Zwally, 1990] , the absence of ocean heat transport results in an oversimulation of ice extent during the winter. However, we use the ice model in this uncoupled state because (1) we wish to illustrate the multivariate sensitivity analysis procedure without the complications introduced by coupling, and (2) our examination of the simulated variations of ice thickness will focus on the Arctic Ocean.
The primary sea ice simulation (section 5) begins on January 1, 1960, and continues through 1988. The model is initialized by an 8-year spin-up using the forcing data of 1960-1963 repeated twice. The sensitivity experiments of section 4 use as their initial state the primary simulation's fields of ice thickness, concentration, and velocity on January 1, 1980. This starting date was chosen for no other reason than that the simulations would span the years in which the Arctic buoy sea level pressure analyses were incorporated into the forcing data.
Statistical Model and Experimental Design
As the summary of the formulation in section 2 suggests, the ice model results are potentially sensitive to many parameters in the ice physics and in the formulation of the atmospheric forcing. Because the sensitivity tests require simulations of about 5 years in order to determine the equilibrium response to a parameter variation, it can be prohibitively expensive to evaluate the interdependencies of the sensitivities for a complete span of the parameter space. The number of runs necessary to produce a satisfactory statistical model is difficult to predict a priori. It depends in large part on the smoothness of the model response throughout the parameter space of interest. Experience suggests that a number equal to 10 times the number of important input factors is a good initial guess. The adaptive and sequential nature of the method is valuable in this regard, since additional runs can be added, and the improvement in the statistical model can be gauged.
The specific assumptions we make typically endow the data with a Gaussian distribution in many dimensions. The likelihood or joint distribution of the data under this specification depends on several constants. By using the maximum likelihood method to fit the constants of the statistical model to the data for a particular response y, we specify the statistical model sufficiently to predict y by •. For deterministic numerical models, the statistical model we use insists that • be an interpolator. Thus the model reproduces the output data directly at the input points.
As described by Wahba and Wendelberger [1980] in the context of spatial interpolation, the cross-validation method is used for measuring accuracy. In this procedure an experimental run is set aside and a statistical model is fit to the remaining data. This model is then used to estimate the response at the set-aside point, and a comparison is made between the predicted and actual outcomes produced by the numerical model. The process is repeated for each combination of input parameter values, and the results are used to obtain an overall measure of accuracy.
On the basis of the sea ice model formulation in section 2 and our previous experience with the model, 13 parameters were chosen as independent variables to be input to the statistical model. Table 1 lists these variables together with the range of values over which each was varied. (These ranges should be kept in mind when interpreting the results: sensitivity with respect to a parameter tends to decrease if a narrower range is chosen.) The first three entries in Table 1 pertain to the model dynamics. Ca and Cw determine the strength of the air and water stresses, respectively, for given values of the wind and ocean currents (relative to the ice). An increase of P* effectively hardens the ice and tends to reduce ice motion when the ice is compact. The fourth entry in Table 1 , the minimum lead fraction, affects both the ice dynamics (through A and P*) and the thermodynamics (through the albedo and the surface energy budget). In simpler formulations for sea ice, the minimum lead fraction is indeed a high-leverage parameter [Ledley, 1991a] . Items 5-7 in Table 1 
Results of Sensitivity Analysis
Of an initial set of 81 randomly generated experiments, 70 were executed to completion. The remaining 11 experiments became numerically unstable. Furthermore, one of the stable cases gave a very extreme value for annual mean ice drift speed and was deleted for all responses. Statistical models were fitted, one for each response variable, using the remaining 69 runs, but cross-validation accuracy appeared inadequate. Thus a set of additional experiments was obtained by searching the original Latin hypercube design for the 110 largest holes in the input parameter space. The points defining the centers of these data-void regions of parameter space were then used to increase the resolution of the analysis. Of the 110 additional simulations, 22 became numerically unstable prior to completion, leaving a total of 157 stable runs on which to base the statistical models. The statistical models fitted to the aggregate data still have mixed degrees of accuracy. Figure 2 shows the cross-validation predictions versus the true (simulated) values. It can be seen that mass is fairly well predicted except in one very discrepant case that proved to be unstable when extended several days. Area is also reasonably well approximated by its statistical model, but drift speed and range of area are clearly inaccurate. Moreover, further data from the additional simulations did not appreciably improve the approximations for drift speed and range of area. We speculate below that the numerical model may be erratic in some regions of the parameter space and hence unpredictable to some extent. In any case, collecting further data (at considerable computational cost) appears to have questionable marginal utility.
Given the inaccuracy of the drift speed and range-of-area models, the results below for these responses should be treated with caution. Results for the more useful mass and area responses appear to be fairly robust, however. Inspection of the output data reveals no obvious outliers. We note, however, that the mass data and drift speed data each vary over 1-2 orders of magnitude, whereas area and range of area show less variability. In this sense, mass and drift speed are more sensitive responses. We now ascribe these sensitivities to specific input parameters.
Some of the important estimated single-parameter sensitivities are shown in Figure 3 . These are obtained by integrating •9 with respect to all but one parameter, thereby isolating the effect of that parameter. The relatively horizontal plots denoting weak sensitivities are not included in Figure 3 . Table 2 Table 2 shows that these two inputs indeed account for an estimated 37.4 and 34.5%, respectively, of the total variability in ice mass.
Such a decomposition of a response's variability amongst individual parameters is valid only if the response function is approximately additive in functions of single input parameters over the ranges examined. As outlined in the appendix, however, we can also identify joint effects of several inputs together. Such higher-order effects appear to be important primarily for ice mass. We now consider each response in detail. turbulent exchange coefficient for latent heat, also contributes to the ice area response, although to a lesser extent than D•. Physically, greater rates of evaporation (larger D2) will increase the rate of heat loss by the surface, thereby enhancing the likelihood that the temperature will drop to freezing in regions equatorward of the ice boundary.
Mean Drift Speed
As Table 2 and the above discussion indicate, the ice mass and ice area generally depend more strongly on parameters in the thermodynamic formulation than on parameters in the ice dynamics formulation. The dependencies of the mean drift speed are quite different. Table 2 shows that the drift speed is determined primarily by the atmospheric and oceanic drag coefficients and secondarily by the ice strength parameter and the minimum lead fraction. The effects of the surface winds on the ice motion are well known, and in this analysis the model's average drift speed increases as the atmospheric drag coefficient increases. In contrast, the sensitivity analysis shows that the average ice drift speeds decrease with increasing values of the oceanic drag coefficient. Thus the ocean currents tend to impose a drag on the ice from beneath the ice, slowing the motion forced by the surface winds from above the ice. In the parameter ranges selected here, a greater percentage of variance is explained by Cw (50.8%) than by Ca (28.4%). This result may be due to the fact that Cw affects the drift speed in two ways: by reducing the motions that result from the wind stress and by providing the ocean current-driven component of the ice motion. Figure 4b shows the competing effects on ice drift speeds of the drag forces at the top and bottom surfaces of the ice. The effects are clearly interdependent. For example, in the absence of oceanic drag, the mean drift speed increases substantially (more than threefold) as the atmospheric drag coefficient increases from 0 to 0.0015. The dependence on the atmospheric drag coefficient is weaker when the oceanic drag coefficient is large. Similarly, the tendency for the oceanic drag coefficient to decrease the ice drift speed is much greater when the atmospheric drag coefficient is larger. coefficient is low and/or the atmospheric drag coefficient is high. Further evidence that the response functions can be erratic (hence difficult to predict) stems from the following investigation. In an attempt to describe the behavior of the ice model as it approaches an unstable region of the parameter space, we performed a set of 16 experiments in which simulations were executed at points along a line connecting the center of the parameter space to a point found to lie within an unstable region. The unstable point chosen was located at an extreme of the ranges chosen for both the atmospheric and the oceanic drag coefficients. The model response for simulations 1-12 varied smoothly and predictably as the input parameters progressed away from the center of the parameter space. Simulations 13, 15, and 16 were numerically unstable. The model response for simulation 14, however, appeared to fall somewhat in line with those for simulations 1-12. Thus it appears that there may be points in the domain that appear to have a stable model response but in fact lie within an unstable region of the model parameter space. Owing to the nonlinearity of the model and the relatively short simulation length (4 years), it is apparent that some simulations initialized with points found within an unstable region of the parameter space may not reveal themselves as such. These points may contribute to the noise that is apparent in some of the statistical model results, for example, Figure 4b .
The examples discussed above indicate that the statistical methodology is able to capture the fundamental physical sensitivities and their interdependencies. In general, the interdependencies are most apparent in sensitivities to dynamical parameters. This tendency may be a consequence of the fact that formulations of ice dynamics are generally more complicated than those of thermodynamics. Conclusions about the generality of our findings must therefore await applications to more comprehensive formulations of sea ice thermodynamics and the corresponding forcing [e.g., Curry and Ebert, 1992].
Results of Multidecadal (1960-1988) Simulation
The multidecadal simulation, which was intended to provide a framework for an examination of the temporal variability, used the parameter values listed in the right-hand column of Table 1 
